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2017 has been an exceptional year for Rossmoyne 
Senior High School.  Our performance further affirms 
our position as one of the top public schools in 
Western Australia. Our students make an outstanding 
contribution to our school and broader community. 
Their involvement in activities within the classroom 
and through our co-curricular and community service 
activities motivates us to deliver a high-class curriculum 
and seek opportunities to challenge and extend learning.

We are proud to announce our first ever Beazley 
Medal: WACE winner, Isabel Longbottom. The Class of 
2017 performed exceptionally, winning two General 
Exhibitions, four Subject Exhibitions, 15 students 
winning Subject Certificates, two VET certificates 
of Excellence and a record 33 students joining our 
illustrious 99+ Club, ranking them in the top one 
percent of all students who sat ATAR examinations. 

In August we launched our 2017-2020 Business Plan. It 
is designed to guide and challenge our thinking as we 
work towards our vision; our students becoming future 
ready.  To be active participants in the rapidly changing 
world, the Business Plan acknowledges the importance 
of our students having a balance between knowledge, 
skills and wellbeing.  This report outlines our aspirational 
targets and milestones that we will measure ourselves 
against over the next three years, as we introduce 
a range of strategies designed to achieve outcomes 
for all students.  The pillars of our Plan are our iCARE 

values.  Integrity, Connection, high Aspirations, Respect 
and Excellence have been identified by students, staff 
and parents as what we hold in the highest regard 
and should guide how we interact with each other. 

I thank the active participation of the School Board 
and Parents and Citizens Association for their ongoing 
commitment to our students and development of 
our Business Plan. The school continues to undertake 
significant refurbishment of facilities. The oversight of the 
Board and contribution of the P&C ensures we continue 
to improve learning and student recreational spaces. 

In 2018 we are celebrating our 50th anniversary. It is a 
wonderful opportunity to reflect on our history, culture 
and reconnect with staff and students from years gone 
by. There is no doubt we are celebrating  50  years of 
excellence. 

Milanna Heberle
Principal 

Milanna Heberle, Principal

PRINCIPAL’S REPORT
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We are very privileged as a school community to have 
the opportunity to again celebrate the significant 
achievements of our students across all aspects of the 
school's program – academic, cultural and sporting.  

Our students and the school as a whole succeed because 
of the strong, positive culture we have cultivated, in 
which our students and staff, with the support of parents 
and the wider school community, strive for excellence.

The consistent success of Rossmoyne’s students would not 
occur without the enormous contribution of the school’s 
staff, led by a dedicated and focused leadership team.  Our 
exceptional staff do so much to provide opportunities 
to enable our students to be involved, engaged and 
passionate about the opportunities they have.  The school’s 
achievements would also not be possible without our active 
and involved group of parents, and we thank our parents 
for the contribution they make to Rossmoyne's success.  

We also appreciate the continual need to shape and 
monitor our activities to meet the current circumstances 
of our students and the environment in which they live.  In 
order that we can maintain the culture of success within 
the school, the implementation of the 2017-2020 Business 
Plan during 2017 provided the school with the opportunity 
to again reflect on what is critical for our students for them 
to be “Future Ready Citizens” as they leave Rossmoyne.

Our school values, encapsulated in iCARE - Integrity, 
Connection, high Aspiration, Respect and Excellence, were  
re-stated as part of the Business Plan.  It has been exciting 
throughout 2017 to see iCARE, and our values, increasingly 
embedded in the day-to-day operations of the school.  
Our values represent what is core to Rossmoyne and its 
culture, and what underpins the success of our students.  

The school has also found innovative and meaningful ways 
of effectively monitoring and reporting performance, 
not just against academic targets, for which we are well 
equipped, but also the other essential components which 
lay the foundation for our students to become 'Future Ready 
Citizens'.   As a result, there are now more opportunities to 
better understand the school’s culture, which is fundamental 
to us being able to maintain our success and enable 
targeted strategies to be implemented in response to the 
feedback received via parent, staff and student surveys.  

Guided by our strategies and priorities for the next 4 years, 
and closely reflecting on the school’s ongoing performance, 
the school community is committed to responding to the 
challenges that we as a school face, and doing all we can 
to deliver outstanding educational opportunities for all 
our students so that they can ultimately make a positive 
contribution within our global community, and leave the 
school well equipped for whatever lays ahead for them.

Congratulations to our students and staff for a fabulous, 
successful 2017, and best wishes for 2018.  As we head 
into our 50th year, we look forward to celebrating 
Rossmoyne's journey, and the people and events 
that are the foundation of the school as it is today. 

Kirsty Barnetson
Chair, School Board

Kirsty Barnetson, Chair School Board

SCHOOL BOARD REPORT
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PARENTS’ AND CITIZENS’ ASSOCIATION INC. 
In 2017 the Parents and Citizens Association (P&C) 
continued to take an active role in the school community, 
to support the development of the students, our children, 
in their academic and non-academic pursuits at the school. 
Supporting them in both of these areas helps to develop 
students who have a balance that will serve well in later 
life as they will also be faced with that work-life balance. 

With the change in State government policy 
towards schools, we had to tackle 2017 a little 
differently from the past. This enabled us to invest 
a lot of the resources of the P&C into different 
programmes being conducted within the school.

Again, I was amazed at the parent community's 
support towards the education process and the 
desire to help the school to facilitate a positive 
learning environment for all our students.

The generous contributions from parents and the 
community to the P&C gave us the opportunity to 
support a wide and varying array of activities within the 
school. Development programmes supported across 
the different year groups included: Elevate Education 
seminars, anti-bullying and cyber safety workshops, 
motivational speakers, as well as several others. We also 
contributed to the ANZAC Day service hosted by the school.

In 2017 we were able to increase our support of 
the Chaplaincy program facilitating another day 
per week of Chaplaincy services within the school.

This year we saw again parents assisting the school 
community through the operation of the Second Hand 
Uniform Shop, providing back-stage and front-stage 
crew for music concerts, fundraising for the volleyball 
program and taking on team manager roles to assist 
the coaches. We also were part of welcoming new 
parents to the school, which is especially important for 
parents with their first child coming into the school.

The school community is enhanced through the 
diverse skills, backgrounds and talents of the parents 
of our students. The P&C is one avenue for parents to 
add their vision and ideas to the school community. 
The co-operation and partnership between the 
P&C, the school and the Board ensures that our 
students, our kids, benefit from these contributions.

I would like to thank the P&C members for 
their involvement through generously giving of 
their time, energy, creativity, skills and ideas.

David McMeekin
P&C President

ANZAC Day CeremonyP&C funded refurbished classroom
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SCHOOL CONTEXT
Rossmoyne Senior High School is proud to be an independent public school with a long-standing reputation 
for excellence in academic, sporting and cultural achievement, and high quality pastoral care programs. 

Our ongoing success is underpinned by 

•	 a culture of high expectations in an environment of reflection, innovation, creativity and 
continuous improvement;

•	 meaningful collaboration and mutually respectful relationships within the school community 
between staff, students and parents;

•	 a shared commitment to excellence and success for all students;

•	 thorough whole-school planning and self-reflection processes; and 

•	 an authenticity in how the school operates.

Our community embraces and promotes our positive school culture.  In 2018 we celebrate our 50th Anniversary.  
This milestone will bring together our culturally diverse students of the past and present to acknowledge the 
school’s history, our achievements and changes, and share what it means to be a member of the Rossmoyne school 
community.

We are committed to developing future ready citizens
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Our Vision
Our students become future ready citizens.

Our students are capable, compassionate, connected and confident life-long learners of an ever-evolving global 
community.  

Our mission
We champion a culture of high aspiration and excellence where our students are engaged and nurtured to become 
future ready citizens of a global community: “Success Nourishes Hope.”

Our values
Our core values embody the beliefs of the school community. They are consistently applied and guide the 
behaviours we expect from all school community members.  iCARE represents

Integrity     Connection     Aspiration     Respect     Excellence
Our values which represent our highly regarded school culture, underpin these priorities. By working effectively 
together our students will be well balanced and prepared for the future.  
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OUR PRIORITIES
Through our curriculum, co-curriculum and pastoral 
care programs, our goal is to prepare future ready 
citizens. We consider the relationship between parents, 
students, staff and community essential to delivering 
the strategies within our three interconnected priority 
areas;

•	 Excellence in teaching, learning and leadership
•	 Learning for Life
•	 Forward thinking school community

PRIORITY: Excellence in 
teaching, learning and 
leadership
Rossmoyne Senior High School is committed to building 
a professional learning community which cultivates 
excellence in teaching, learning and leadership to deliver 
outstanding outcomes for all students. The school’s 
workforce plan supports the recruitment, retention and 
development of highly capable staff committed to the 
profession and the school’s targets for all students. All 
members of the teaching staff meet the professional 
requirements to teach in Western Australia and are 
registered with the Teacher Registration Board of 
Western Australia.

We aim to provide students with an innovative and 
contemporary high-quality education that includes a 
diverse range of co-curricular learning and personal 
development opportunities, where all students set goals 
and strive for their personal best. Individual and group 
academic performance is continually monitored with 
programs and interventions adjusted as required. 

Our targets and appraisal on whole school performance 
are made against the Year 7 and Year 9 National 
Assessment Program – Literacy and Numeracy (NAPLAN) 
and the Year 12 Western Australian Certificate of 
Education (WACE). Annually, our achievements are 
regularly greater than ‘like’ public schools in Western 
Australia. 

Aspirational targets challenge us to maintain and 
improve on an already high level of performance. Our 
targets are described in terms of improvement on a 
three year moving average. This measure acknowledges 
the challenge of maintaining existing high standards, 
reflects our commitment to ongoing improvement, and 
takes into account the effect of any cohort differences. 
Given this is the first year of our new Business Plan, in 
some cases, data are provided as benchmark data for 
future reporting cycles.
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NAPLAN Performance in 2017

70.00%

80.00%

90.00%

2015 2016 2017

To maintain the current trend, teachers have made use 
of data in Student Achievement Information System 
(SAIS) and Reporting To Parents (RTP) to profile their 
class and implement targeted interventions. They have 
used a range of engaging software programs such as 
Mathspace and Mangahigh to encourage students of 
all abilities to complete set work, so improving their 
mastery of concepts and confidence in addressing 
mathematical problems. In 2017 the school appointed 
a Numeracy Co-ordinator (0.2FTE) to track the progress 
of the most at risk students and support interventions. 
To meet the needs of a group of low-achieving students 
in Year 8, single-sex classes were successfully trialled in 
Semester Two. 

The Numeracy Committee completed an audit of 
‘Numeracy Across the Curriculum’ and an investigation of 
how the mathematics curriculum can support acquisition 
and confident use of numeracy concepts in the non-
mathematics classroom. There is acknowledgement 
that students increasingly need strong numeracy skills 
as they use graphical representation to interpret and 
explain concepts in all other Learning Areas, particularly 
in Science, Humanities and Social Sciences, Technologies 
and Health and Physical Education. Peer tutoring 
continued to attract many students after school.

TARGET: Results in NAPLAN Numeracy, Reading 
and Writing on a three-year moving average 
will show an increase in the percentage 
of students achieving Band 8 and above in Year 9 
Numeracy, Reading and Writing, and in relation to WA 
‘like’ schools.

NAPLAN Numeracy Results - Percentage of Students 
achieving Band 8 and Above in Year 9

'Like Schools' in this context are other Western 
Australian public schools serving students from 
statistically similar backgrounds.

NAPLAN Reading Results - Percentage of Students 
achieving Band 8 and Above in Year 9

To address the downward trend in Reading, the school 
has continued with a range of initiatives including the 
appointment of a Literacy Support Coordinator with 
expertise in Direct Instruction assigned to English Focus 
Classes in Years 7-10. The Learning Support Coordinator 
was made a full-time position in response to identified 
need. All Year 7 and 8 students completed the Reading 
Program through weekly library sessions as in previous 
years. PAT-R testing was conducted for all Year 7s and 8s 
in Term 1, with data used to inform classroom planning 
and provide feedback to students and parents. All 
students sat Practice NAPLAN in Reading. Improving 
students’ critical reading skills is a priority and explicit 
teaching occurs in all Learning Areas (HASS focus on 
source analysis and similar specific reading for meaning 
tasks in Language, Health and Science).

  Rossmoyne Senior High School
  'Like Schools'

  Rossmoyne Senior High School
  'Like Schools'
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NAPLAN Writing Results - Percentage of Students 
achieving Band 8 and Above in Year 9

All students sat Practice NAPLAN in Writing early in 
Term 1. The Literacy Committee investigated a range 
of engaging software programs for improving writing 
especially for students with learning difficulties and 
disabilities. Purchase of the site licence for WordQ and 
the necessary professional learning for teachers enabled 
many students to demonstrate progress. To broaden 
students' exposure to different writing styles and 
purposes, in the English Learning Area, planning began 
for introducing a Creative Writing Project in Years 7-10, 
introducing a number of internal and external writing 
competitions, and engaging a ‘Writer in Residence’. 

There has been a renewed focus on the role of formative 
assessment in the development of writing skills and 
getting students to appreciate the importance of 
planning, drafting and editing. It is acknowledged that 
improving writing requires a whole school approach. 
Teachers across all Learning Areas routinely scaffold best 
answers and extended answers and encourage students 
to use software such as Education Perfect (for example 
in Science to acquire vocabulary and improve whole 
sentence responses, and in English to target grammar 
and spelling).

  Rossmoyne Senior High School
  'Like Schools'

TARGET: Results in NAPLAN Numeracy, Reading and 
Writing on a three-year moving average will show a 
decrease in the number of students in the ‘Satisfactory’ 
and ‘Limited’ Achievement categories making ‘Low’ 
and ‘Very Low’ progress.

As students now sit NAPLAN in Year 7 and 9 in a 
secondary environment, this target enables us to make 
judgements on value adding for targeted students.  

The data below represents the current percentage of 
students that fall into this category.

2017 BENCHMARK DATA

Number of Students Percentage
Numeracy 27 8%
Reading 35 10.6%
Writing 52 15.3%
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TARGET: Results in NAPLAN Numeracy, Reading and 
Writing on a three year moving average will show 
progress from Year 7 to Year 9 greater than those in 
Like Schools (using Schools Online data).

Progress from Year 7 to Year 9 allows us to make 
judgements on the value adding we provide as a result 
of initiating a range of strategies and interventions for 
targeted groups of students across the range of NAPLAN 
bands.

The data below shows the difference in mean score 
between Rossmoyne Senior High School and 'Like 
Schools' for progress between Year 7 to Year 9.

2017 BENCHMARK DATA

Numeracy -0.5
Reading 0.5
Writing 1.5

TARGET: Results in NAPLAN Numeracy, Reading and 
Writing on a three-year moving average will show 
a decrease in the percentage of Band 6 and Band 7 
students (from Year 9 testing) needing to sit OLNA in 
Year 11. i.e. they achieve Category 3 in Year 10.

The data below represents the current percentage of 
students that fall into this category.

2017 BENCHMARK DATA

Numeracy 33%
Reading 17%
Writing 15%

The Online Literacy and Numeracy Assessment 
is designed to enable students to successfully 
demonstrate the required standards in literacy and 
numeracy.  Students who have not achieved Band 
8 or higher in Year 9 NAPLAN are required to sit the 
assessment.  Successful achievement is a requirement 
to achieve the Western Australian Certificate 
of Education (WACE).  Students have up to six 
opportunities to achieve the standard across Year 10 to 
Year 12.  Our target is the majority of students achieve 
the OLNA (Category 3) in Year 10.

NAPLAN Performance in 2017 continued
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Improving students' critical reading skills is a priority and explicit 
teaching occurs in all Learning Areas 
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2
General 
Exhibition

4
Subject 
Exhibition

19
Subject Certificates of Excellence  
(ATAR Courses)

2 VET 
Certificates of 
Excellence

General Exhibitions 
are awarded to the 
50 eligible students 
with the highest WACE 
award scores based 
on the average of five 
equated examination 
scores in ATAR courses 
with at least two from 
each of the humanities/ 
social sciences list 
and the mathematics/
science list.

Subject Exhibitions are 
awarded to eligible students 
who obtain the highest 
examination mark for the 
relevant ATAR course.  For 
ATAR courses with an 
examination set by the 
Authority and a written 
component and a practical 
component, the subject 
exhibition is awarded to 
the student obtaining the 
highest examination score.

Certificates of Excellence are awarded to eligible students who are 
in the top 0.5 per cent of candidates based on the examination 
mark or the top two candidates (whichever is greater) in an ATAR 
course. One hundred students need to have sat the examination 
for a certificate to be granted.

Certificates of Excellence 
in VET are awarded to 
eligible students who are 
in the top 0.5 per cent of 
candidates who complete 
an AQF Certificate II or 
higher in each national 
industry area in their final 
WACE year.

Accounting and Finance
 ■ Sneha Venkatraman
 ■ Jennifer Youm

Career and Enterprise
 ■ Skye Maddern
 ■ Samiksha Mali

Chemistry
 ■ Srivisnu Gr
 ■ Isabel Longbottom

Economics
 ■ William Hu

Human Biology
 ■ Dinethma Tharuni Ekanayake
 ■ Safa Fatima Gufran
 ■ Bavithra Kannan
 ■ Geegaan Thevar 

Veerapandian Thevar

Japanese Second Language
 ■ Audrey Yee

Literature 
 ■ Isabel Longbottom

Mathematics: Applications
 ■ Ariff Engku Ahmad Khaireiz
 ■ Patrick Fetherstonhaugh-

Brash
 ■ Elkia Szczecinski

Mathematics: Methods
 ■ Dilan Rajakaruna

Mathematics: Specialist
 ■ Isabel Longbottom

Physics 
 ■ Isabel Longbottom

Creative Industries
 ■ Nicola Arnold
 ■ Hannah Kehoe

 ■ Isabel Longbottom
 ■ Sneha Venkatraman

Accounting and Finance
 ■ Sneha Venkatraman

Career and Enterprise
 ■ Samiksha Mali

Human Biology
 ■ Geegaan Thevar 

Veerapandian Thevar

Physics
 ■ Isabel Longbottom

WACE Performance in 2017

We are very proud of the excellent achievements 
of the Class of 2017, including our first ever Beazley 
Medal: WACE Award winner, Isabel Longbottom.  We 
congratulate Isabel on this outstanding achievement. 
Isabel was heavily involved in a wide range of 
activities throughout her schooling and was regularly 
acknowledged in newsletters and at assemblies. She 
thoroughly deserves such a prestigious honour. 

Together with Isabel, Sneha Venkatraman was awarded 
a General Exhibition and four students won Subject 
Exhibitions. Thirty three students attained an ATAR 
of 99+, which places them in the top one per cent of 
all students in Western Australia, a record number for 
the school. We were acknowledged as the number 
one ranked non-selective public school for School 
Curriculum and Standards Authority (SCSA) Awards and 
met our aspirational target of being ranked in the top 
15 of all Western Australian Schools by Median ATAR. 
We continue to have the most students of any school 
sitting four or more ATAR examinations. With students 
having high aspirations our ATAR enrolment is 9 percent 
higher than expected.  Our VET achievement continues 
to increase, with a record number of students achieving 
a Certificate III or higher.

Isabel Longbottom, Rossmoyne's first Beazley Medal: 
WACE Award Recipient
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ATARs of 99+
 "99+" Students: In addition to SCSA awards, the Department of Education acknowledges students who attain an ATAR of 
99 or above, ranking them in the top one percent of all students in Western Australia.  33 Rossmoyne students attained 
an ATAR of 99 or above.

 ■ Lisa Ding
 ■ Dinethma Tharuni 

     Ekanayake
 ■ Mohammad Faraz
 ■ Ashton Foo
 ■ Pahul Gill
 ■ Trisha Gopal
 ■ Srivisnu Gr
 ■ Safa Gufran
 ■ Pasan Gunatilaka
 ■ Shanaya Hafeel

33
 ■ Ashwin Ho
 ■ William Hu
 ■ Jacob Ibrahim
 ■ Bavithra Kannan
 ■ Harivansh Kapoor
 ■ Harshita Lawania
 ■ Charlie Li
 ■ Millie Liew
 ■ Isabel Longbottom
 ■ Rong Low
 ■ Vasishth Lukkhoo

 ■ Samiksha Mali
 ■ Prajna Menon
 ■ Monisha Morshed
 ■ Maaz Naveed
 ■ Roya Rohani
 ■ Yoopa Sangharaju
 ■ Koen Sim
 ■ Akshara 

Sundarakrishnan
 ■ Geegaan Thevar    

Veerapandian Thevar

 ■ Sneha Venkatraman
 ■ Jinton Yew
 ■ Zhipei Zheng

“Top School” Rating Courses
The accompanying table lists ATAR courses in which 
Rossmoyne Senior High School had among the highest 
performing students of all schools in WA delivering the 
SCSA course.  The list is compiled from the percentage 
of students who achieved combined scores in the top 
15 per cent or all students in that course.  This list is 
testament to the breadth and strength of achievement 
at Rossmoyne Senior High School.

ATAR Courses with the highest performing students 
in the State

Accounting and Finance

Career and Enterprise

Chemistry

Chinese : First Language

Chinese : Second Language

Dance

Economics

English

French : Second Language

German : Second Language

Human Biology

Japanese : Second Language

Literature

Mathematics Specialist

Music

Physics

"Your school's role can't be acknowledged enough in the broader landscape of public 

education.  An outstanding year yet again!"  Sue Cuneo, Regional Executive Director
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WACE Performance in 2017, continued

In 2017 there were 359 students who completed Year 
12. Of these, 78% studied four or more WACE ATAR 
examination courses. The cohort achieved a median 
ATAR of 88.8 which was a pleasing increase from 2016 
and shows a strong movement towards the aspirational 
target of 90 or higher. Based on the measure of median 
ATAR, Rossmoyne was the fourth ranked public school.

TARGET: Median ATAR - goal to be 90 or higher

Strategies for improvement:
Rossmoyne will be working directly with teachers to 
identify students’ individual needs and then working on 
strategies to value add. 

We will also provide funding for a range of strategies for 
intervention or improvement across all learning areas 
based on data analysis.

TARGET: Aspire to annually:

•	 decrease the percentage of students with 
an ATAR below 70

Progress made towards target:
Percentage of students with ATAR below 70

An ATAR of 70 is the minimum requirement for direct 
entry to a Western Australian University.  There was 
a pleasing 5% decrease in the number of students 
obtaining a median ATAR of below 70. 
Strategies for improvement:
There will be an introduction of a structured supervised 
study program. This time allows staff to work with 
students on study skills and goal setting. It facilitates a 
better structure for individual monitoring of students 
by a team of staff whilst minimising the interruption to 
learning time for essential administrative tasks. 

We have also introduced the "Flexi Track" course in 
partnership with Murdoch University.  If students pass 
this course they will receive a guaranteed 70 ATAR 
equivalence for entry to Murdoch University. 
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TARGET: Aspire to annually: 
•	 achieve 99% or higher attainment (Certificate II 

completion and/or ATAR above 55)

•	 have 99% or higher WACE achievement; and

•	 increase the percentage of students studying an 
appropriate pathway, based on pathway data.

Progress made towards target:
WACE Attainment

We have maintained our target of 99% WACE Attainment 
which is equal to 'Like schools' and 3% above 'Public 
schools'.  

Strategies for improvement:
Continue our focus in English and Mathematics to 
support the achievement of OLNA and then continued 
targeted intervention for individuals.

Improve our WACE tracking measures for all Year 11 and 
Year 12 students and our students' understanding of the 
different options to post-school pathways that are now 
available.

WACE Achievement

There was a 1% decrease in the WACE achievement rate 
in 2017, whilst this is a disappointing result, the same 
trend was shown for “Like schools” and a decrease of 
2% was shown throughout all government schools. The 
main cause of our students not achieving WACE was 
they did not meet the OLNA requirements. There were 
also a number of students in the 2017 cohort whose 
course selection resulted in them being eligible for 
WACE; however, they were not necessarily in the most 
appropriate pathway for their post-school transition.

Strategies for improvement:
There is a continued focus from English and Mathematics 
to support the achievement of OLNA and continued 
targeted intervention for individuals.

We have also developed a new program tailored for 
individual students to value add to their learning 
experiences and assist them in gaining access to the 
most appropriate opportunities to prepare them for 
transitioning from school to work or further education. 
The program is based around a core set of future ready 
skills that the group will address and then individual 
student interests and pathways will be considered.  
Endorsed programs or other education experiences 
will then be devised based on a personal pathway plan 
negotiated with the student and their parents.

WACE Performance in 2017, continued

92

94

96

98

2015 2016 2017

96%

97%

98%

99%

2015 2016 2017
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TARGET: ATAR performance will show on a 
three year moving average: 
•	 percentage of students in the top third of 

ATAR students will be greater than 'like schools';
•	 percentage of students in the bottom third will be 

lower than 'like schools'.

Progress made towards target:
ATAR Performance, Top 3rd compared to 'like schools'

ATAR Performance, Bottom 3rd compared to 'like 
schools'

In 2017 the results in the ATAR triciles saw considerable 
improvement in both targets and Rossmoyne SHS 
out performed like schools in these areas. The results 
showed a 2% increase in our students achieving in the 
top third and a 4% decrease in our students achieving in 
the bottom third.
Strategies for improvement:
We will work directly with teachers to identify students’ 
individual needs and then work on strategies to value 
add for all students across all ability levels.

TARGET: VET performance will show on a 
three year moving average an increase in 
the percentage of students:
•	 completing Certificate courses; and
•	 completing a Certificate III or higher
Progress made towards target:
VET Performance  - completing Certificate courses 

VET Performance -completion of Certificate III or higher

VET performance was outstanding in 2017. There 
were 148 students receiving a full qualification.  These 
included the achievement of Certificate II through to 
Certificate IV qualifications. There were several students 
who went on to complete a Diploma level course in Term 
4. There were a total of five students who completed 
four Certificate courses.
It was pleasing to note that all students enrolled in 
the three day per week VET program completed their 
external Certificate courses.
Strategies for improvement:
We will continue to offer at least one Certificate II course 
that can be delivered in a twelve month timeframe 
to allow for the students who change from an ATAR 
pathway at the end of Year 11.

Rossmoyne will maintain high levels of professional 
development and training in this area and maintain 
strong working relationships with Registered Training 
Organisations to ensure best practice and continued 
success in this area.

  Rossmoyne Senior High School
  'Like Schools'

40%

60%

80%

100%

2016 2017

'Like Schools' in this context are other Western 
Australian public schools serving students from 
statistically similar backgrounds.
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High Quality Teaching

2017 saw the refinement of an Instructional Framework 
which articulated the qualities and attributes of teachers 
that have the greatest impact on student learning.  This 
framework evolved throughout the year to become the 
Future Readiness Framework. It guides our performance 
and development culture and shapes our professional 
learning community. The  Future Readiness Framework 
will link all staff development initiatives such as: peer 
classroom observation, performance management, 
professional learning, and reflective questionnaires. 

Professional Learning opportunities continued to be 
taken up by teachers and leaders throughout the year.  
These included: WACE, graduate modules, Classroom 
Management System, SEQTA, Positive Schools, STEM 
focus conferences and classroom observation and 
feedback. There was a substantial financial investment 
in professional learning for all staff, providing enriched 
learning opportunities and time to reflect on current 
practice. A new approach to professional learning will 
be developed for 2018 to align individual teacher needs, 
recognised through feedback and reflection activities, to 
the School Plan and Learning Area Operational Plan.

Other opportunities for staff to enrich learning have 
been through the participation in the Classroom Climate 
Questionnaire (CCQ) and the Questionnaire on Teacher 
Interaction (QTI). In 2017 there were 36 staff members 
who participated in these questionnaires.  As part of 
our ongoing strategy, all new teachers will be asked to 
participate.

In 2017, one classroom teacher attained Level 
3 Classroom Teacher status (the highest level of 
Department of Education classroom teacher), bringing 
the total number to achieve this honour whilst teaching 
at Rossmoyne Senior High School to 17. In addition, there 
are 56 Senior Teachers on staff creating an exceptional 
team of highly capable, expert teachers.
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Our co-curricular programs offer a wide range of 
opportunities for students across all learning areas. This 
includes partnerships with overseas Sister Schools, links 
with other schools and universities and participation in 
State, National and International competitions. 

During 2017 students travelled to Germany, China, 
Japan , Sydney, Canberra and Melbourne.

Student reflections - Germany Tour:
The 2017 Deutschland and Modern History Tour was 
no doubt one of my most memorable adventures that I 
have ever had the pleasure of experiencing but it has also 
positively affected my German studies and understanding 
of both the German language and culture.

Our half-day language course in Heidelberg on our 
first day was a real challenge as our teacher there only 
knew German, or very limited English, so we needed to 
extend ourselves in order to be able to communicate 
with one another. We learnt so much within such a short 
time period ranging from how to order and behave in a 
restaurant to getting help when lost.

The most influential of our experiences was our time with 
our host families. Together, we were able to form bonds 

that stretch across the oceans and across language 
barriers. My host family was extremely nice and spoke 
slowly for me so that I was able to understand them in 
German. Our conversations at the dinner table were 
light-hearted and fun. 

It is all well and good to study German in an English-
speaking country but to truly have an immersive and 
incomparable experience, it is essential to actually visit 
the country. From the first step, I felt so satisfied at being 
able to showcase and test my German ability. The trip has 
shaped my view of Germany and has become a strong 
incentive for me to continue learning the wonderful 
language of German. 

Melbourne Volleyball Tour
The annual Melbourne Volleyball Tour took place in 
December with 97 students combining to form 11 teams 
that competed across 5 days in the Australian Volleyball 
Schools Cup. It was Rossmoyne’s 24th time competing 
at the event, with all teams coached by former students 
who volunteer their time to come back and coach the 
teams throughout the year. Rossmoyne students showed 
great sportsmanship and teamwork throughout the 
event and again were ranked as the highest WA school, 
finishing 6th overall in the event.

Excellence in teaching, learning and leadership snapshot

Germany Tour
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Excellence in teaching, learning and leadership snapshot

China Tour - Terracotta Warriors

China Cultural Tour
The Rossmoyne China Cultural Tour is an amazing and 
memorable learning experience for students who 
are learning Chinese in the school. It presents a great 
opportunity and authentic situations for the students to 
practice and apply the language skills they have learnt in 
the classroom. It also helps to broaden their knowledge 
of the Chinese culture and makes learning the language 
not only meaningful and purposeful but also interesting.

School and University links
Curtin University: Virtual Dissection
Year 10 Medical Science students attended Curtin 
University to learn about the different courses available 
in the field of Health and Medicine from Curtin 
University student ambassadors. One of the presenters, 
a former Rossmoyne student, Cameron Gray, shared 
his experiences transitioning from school to university. 
Students experienced the latest Anatomage (virtual 
dissecting) tables; toured the new clinical nursing 
building, which holds various real-life simulations; 
undertook a number of impairment challenges directed 
by an Occupational Therapist; and brainstormed 
solutions that would help patients to carry out everyday 
tasks that they would normally find challenging.

Murdoch University: Forensic Science Facial 
Reconstruction 
Year 10 Medical Science students were also involved 
in a Forensic Science Facial Reconstruction lab run by 
experts from Murdoch University, organised through 

the Science Outreach program. During these sessions 
students made facial muscles and structures (nose, lips, 
eyes and skin) using clay, which were added to a bare 
skull cast. The students then compared their finished 
product to others in the class and it was interesting to 
see the variety in the faces created.

German Science Workshop
Students in Year 8 and Year 9 German classes had the 
opportunity to combine their language skills and their 
interest in science by attending a science workshop held 
in the German language at the German consulate. Four 
researchers from UWA, Murdoch and Curtin University 
offered an insight into their work to let students explore 
their projects through experiments. The researchers are 
either German or Austrian born and communicated with 
the students in the target language. Students learned 
the importance of foreign languages in the research 
world and looked at different career options for their 
future. The Honorary Consul of the Federal Republic 
of Germany, Mr Ketelsen, welcomed the students and 
Alexandra Ludewig, Professor for European Languages 
and Studies at UWA, presented studying options in 
Germany. 

“I really enjoyed the workshop! The whole experience 
was very informative and fascinating. The experiments 
and the fact that it was in German was fun and exciting.” 

German Science Workshop
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Combined Schools Music Festival

Year 9 Gifted and Talented students
Future Engineers at Curtin University
Engineering students from Curtin University gave Year 9 
Science Extension students a taste of what engineering 
looks like in the real world.  Students had to come up with 
an engineering solution to a problem in any country to 
try to dissipate the impact of that problem. For example, 
one group chose to reduce the impacts of flooding in Sri 
Lanka to help citizens save time for evacuation and to 
try to reduce water damage to housing properties.  Each 
group had dedicated time to work on their projects and 
to bring the creative ideas and solutions together in one 
formal report. Students built a prototype using creativity, 
innovation and collaboration.  Students presented their 
solution to judges, hosts, students, teachers and parents 
with one team winning the best presentation category 
for the evening.

Combined Schools Music Festival
More than 800 music students participated in a three-
day festival of music with Perth Modern School, 
culminating in a showcase concert at the Perth Concert 
Hall. Internationally acclaimed Australian composer 
Jodie Backhouse and conductor David Worrall joined 
the talented team of directors from Perth Modern 
School and Rossmoyne Senior High School, to guide our 
students through combined orchestra, band and guitar 
rehearsals. This represented a wonderful opportunity 
for musical growth and collaboration. 

Competitions
First Lego League
Students participated in this competition with one team 
being invited to the National Championships in Sydney.
The competition is based around three categories; Core 
values, Research project and Robot games. Students 
demonstrated collaboration, problem solving and team 
skills. “Brickheads" won an Innovation Award for their 
research project  based on hydrodynamics with a water 
related invention to solve many of the water problems 
around the world. Their idea involved a solar-powered 
water condenser that could function at maximum 
capacity in Indonesia’s remote and island communities.

 

$20 Boss Challenge
Students participated in the $20 Boss Challenge, an 
Australia-wide school program run by the Foundation 
of Young Australians in which students are lent $20 
start-up capital to run their own business. The program 
aims to inspire students to be innovative, creative 
and enterprising. Through learning by doing, the 
students built and developed their financial literacy 
and enterprise skills which will help them to be more 
resilient and successful in the future. 

Infinite Energy Solar Car Challenge at UWA
Year 10 Practical Engineering students participated in 
the Infinite Energy Solar Car Challenge at UWA. Teams 
were provided with solar model car kits and participated 
in a problem-based learning challenge as they designed, 
built, and raced their solar powered model car in a 
round robin style event. Overall, our team placed sixth 
out of 14 cars. Students were awarded the prize for the 
best poster. 

Solar Car Challenge at University of Western Australia
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YOH Fest Dance Performance Art at Riverton Leisureplex

Community Arts Project – Riverton Leisureplex
In late 2016 Visual Arts students were invited to take 
part in a Community Arts Project within the City of 
Canning.  Students worked with Artist in Residence, Mr 
Matt McVeigh, to design a large laser cut metal mural 
for the Riverton Leisureplex. In March 2017 Mr McVeigh 
visited Year 9 Visual Arts students and worked with them 
to draw animals indigenous to the local environment. 
The students then adapted their original drawings to 
suit the characteristics of art works made from laser 
cutting, that is; bold, silhouetted forms and clever use 
of positive and negative shapes. The students enjoyed 
working with the artist who gave them expert tips for 
drawing and enthusiastically produced beautiful works 
well-suited to the art form. A number of designs were 
selected and incorporated into the Artwork which can 
be viewed between the pools at the Leisureplex.

Interschool Girls AFL Team

In October 2017 Rossmoyne Senior High School formed 
two Year 8 and Year 9 Girls AFL Teams.  This was a new 
initiative which was embraced by our female students.  
The girls met on the morning of the carnival eager and 
ready for a day of friendly competition.  The sense of 
team spirit, connection and a healthy respect for the 
competition was evident from the very beginning.  This 
wonderful opportunity will continue in 2018.

YOH Fest
In September 2017, 23 Year 10 Drama students and 44 
Dance students from Year 7  to Year 11 participated in 
the Youth on Health Festival (YOH Fest) at Mandurah 
Performing Arts Centre.  Established in 1988, YOH Fest 
has grown into one of Australia’s largest celebrations 
of youth creativity and is a leading forum for health 
promotion. The Year 10 Drama performance titled "The 
Shadow In Me" was collaboratively created by Year 10 
Drama students, and focused on the theme of “It Starts 
With Me”.  The performance promoted the importance 
of building resilience and having a positive mindset in 
order to create change.  As Mother Theresa once said 
"I alone cannot change the world, but I can cast a stone 
across the waters to create many ripples".  The students 
gave a stellar performance and although they didn’t 
get through to the finals, received an award for Best 
Overall Cast.  The Dance performance titled “20 more” 
explored the harsh reality of youth suicide.  Created and 
taught by the Year 11 ATAR Dance class, the cast involved 
dancers from Year 7 to Year 11. The dancers performed 
exceptionally well, receiving an award for Most Emotive 
Choreography and moving through to the finals.  There 
were 70 Dance entries in total from across the state, and 
out of eight schools in the finals, our students came an 
amazing second place. 
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Melbourne Volleyball Tour

First Lego League Japan Tour - Ninna Ji Temple

YOH Fest Drama Performance
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PRIORITY: Learning for Life

At Rossmoyne Senior High School we foster a community 
of engaged learners and critical thinkers who are future-
ready, connected to their community, passionate in 
their endeavours, confident in their decisions, and who 
are creative, generous and optimistic in their outlook. 
We are a large multicultural school. In Semester 2, 
2017, 2014 students were enrolled at the school.  They 
represented 64 countries of birth, shown in the chart 
below. 

Countries of Birth Chart

 
 47.9% Australia  1.7% Indonesia 

 8.6% India  1.6% Korea

 6.7% Malaysia  1.6% Philippines

 4.3% Singapore  1.6% Bangladesh

 4.3% Sri Lanka  1.1% United Arab 

 4% United Kingdom 1% South Africa

 3.7% China  9.6% Other

 1.9% New Zealand

TARGET: Annually staff will report an increase 
in understanding, effective interaction and 
communication with people from a cultural background 
different to their own.

Staff and students participated in a variety of activities 
designed to acknowledge and embrace the multicultural 
nature of the school community. Staff participated 
in professional learning, and were surveyed against 
the cultural standards to gather benchmark data to 
inform future planning and activities. The graph below 
represents staff feedback against the question; 

How culturally responsive are you as an individual?

 

Student Wellbeing
TARGET:  Annually students will report greater levels 
of wellbeing than normative samples, and positive 
trends relating to school climate, a love of learning, 
connectedness, access to leadership opportunities, 
decision-making, community service and cultural 
awareness. 

Longitudinal data in student wellbeing is collected using 
two measurement tools; the WHITS (What is Happening 
In This School) survey and the Human Flourishing survey. 
Both tools collect data for comparison and to inform 
the school on the impact of programs and initiatives 
that have been introduced. In 2017 both surveys were 
conducted to collect baseline data to inform and guide 
the direction of the Learning for Life priority. 

1%

Low
Moderate
High

47.9% Australia

8.6% 

6.7% 

4.3% 

4% 

4% 

3.7% 

1.9% 
1.7% 

64%

35%
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School climate is acknowledged as a determinant of 
the psychosocial wellbeing of young people. Along with 
Human Flourishing, a number of factors need to be met, 
and they all stress the importance of social connections, 
relationships, trusted mentors and peers on a person 
‘flourishing’.  Data collected from the WHITS survey 
reported ‘Only Sometimes’ teachers are supportive and 
helpful, ‘Only Sometimes’ students feel connected to the 
school and ‘Only Sometimes’ students feel comfortable 

and safe to report issues. The Flourishing survey was 
used with students as a multi-dimensional measure of 
individual student wellbeing based around the PERMAH 
model. Our students, when compared with normative 
sample,  reported very low results around ‘community’. 
This is the sense of belonging to a class, school and 
community. 

From this feedback, our goal is for students to report 
‘Almost Always’ teachers are supportive and helpful, 
that they feel connected to the school and that they 
feel comfortable, safe and know how to report any 
issues. This data supported the decision to reintroduce 
the 1968 Rossmoyne SHS House System, where every 
student and staff member belongs to a House, and 
develop a Homeroom structure in line with the House 
system into the timetable.

The reintroduction of a structured house system from 
2018 will build a sense of community and belonging 
over time. This area of concern ‘Community’ was 
echoed in the World Class Curriculum audit where we 
rated ourselves as Amber for helping students recognise 
their role as citizens of the world. The House system will 
also assist with building and maintaining positive long 
term relationships with peers, parents and teachers 
over time. House events also encourage students to be 
physically active.

Source: People Diagnostix

Source: WHITS Report 2017
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Graph 1 and 2 below, taken from the WHITS survey 
report low levels of negative behaviour.  Staff model 
and reinforce high expectations of behaviour, following 
school processes to ensure consistency of response. The 
school’s iCARE values have been embedded into our 
Homeroom program.

Given that research evidence supports the importance of 
rules to create a safe school environment, this construct 
was considered pivotal in ensuring a positive school 
climate. Outcomes include high levels of attendance, 
motivation to learn and positive behaviour. 

In 2017 Rossmoyne Senior High School had 95.2% attendance, which is 1.7% 
higher than 'Like Schools' and 7.4% higher than all public schools.  95.2% was 

the highest attendance figure for the past three years.  
Source: Department of Education

Learning for Life continued

Individual Item Mean for Each Scale

Bullying

Behaviours

Source: WHITS Report 2017
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Wellbeing Programs
The school benefits from outstanding support by the 
Parents and Citizens Association in the area of programs 
to support health and wellbeing initiatives. Through P&C 
contributions we offer two Chaplains from YouthCare for 
our students to access. The Chaplains play a significant 
role in health and wellbeing and are an integral part of 
Student Central’s operational plans. They regularly offer 
one on one support with programs like Drumbeat and 
involve themselves in student and class activities.  The 
P&C also funded two parent workshops in 2017 run by 
Frame Initiatives. The sessions were called ‘Who's in 
Charge’ addressing child and parent relationships for 
Years 7-9 and ‘Parents and Personalities’ – The DISC 
model approach for Years 10-12. Parents who attended 
reported the sessions were informative and full of helpful 
advice to use straight away with their teen. Throughout 
the year, each year group had guest speakers deliver 
social and emotional training via talks and follow-up 
activities that were conducted through Homeroom.  The 
presentations addressed topics like cyber safety, healthy 
relationships, study skills, leavers, friendships and mental 
health. 

Student Leadership
The Rossmoyne Senior High School Student Leadership 
program focuses on the mantra of: leadership is more 
than a badge.  As such we focus on learning leadership 
by doing leadership activities. The intellectual framework 
this program rests upon is the Social Change Model of 
Leadership Development and is the best practice model 

used by many organisations, such as Rotary Youth and 
Curtin University. The Social Change Model is inclusive 
and also designed to develop leadership qualities in 
all participants, including those not currently in formal 
leadership positions. It is heavily values based, promoting 
ideals such as equity, collaboration, citizenship, 
and service.  The table below shows the increase in 
participation rates:

2016 
Semester 

One

2017 Semester 
One

% 

Increase

Student 
Leadership 
accessibility 
potential

Approx 700 Approx 1800 157%

Key student 
leadership 
opportunities

24 60 150%

School - 
Student 
Committee 
Participation

2 15 650%

Duke of 
Edinburgh - 
International 
Award uptake

3 30 900%
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TARGET: Annually parents will report a high level of 
satisfaction with the school (rated 4 or higher). 

Parents are regularly invited to provide feedback 
through a variety of forums, including P&C meetings, 
Rossmingles and surveys.  The National School opinion 
Survey is conducted every second year. The table below 
shows results of the 2016 survey of students, parents 
and staff. 

This survey is scheduled to be conducted again in 2018.

Rating Score
Strongly Agree 5
Agree 4
Neither Agree nor Disagree 3
Disagree 2
Strongly Disagree 1

Survey Question: Parent 
Average

Student 
Average

Staff 
Average

Students are expected to do 
their best. 4.3 4.3 4.7

Teachers provide useful 
feedback about school work. 3.8 3.6 4.3

Teachers at this school treat 
students fairly. 3.7 3.3 4.4

This school is well 
maintained. 3.9 3.6 3.8

Students feel safe at this 
school. 4.3 3.8 4.0

Teachers are approachable. 4.1 3.1 4.3

Student behaviour is well 
managed at this school. 3.9 3.1 3.5

Students like being at this 
school. 4.2 3.6 4.1

This school looks for ways to 
improve. 4.0 3.6 4.3

This school takes opinions 
seriously. 3.6 3.2 3.4

Teachers at this school 
motivate students to learn. 3.8 3.6 4.3

My child is making good 
progress at this school. 4.0

Student's learning needs are 
being met at this school. 3.8 4.1

This school works with 
parents to support student 
learning.

3.6 4.2

This school has a strong 
relationship with the local 
community.

3.7 3.9

This school is well led. 3.9 3.7

Learning for Life continued
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Learning for Life Snapshot

Bush Rangers in action

Students are encouraged to connect with their 
community, participate in leadership development 
opportunities and contribute to the life of the school. 

Bush Ranger Cadets expedition to Matuwa
Fifteen Bush Rangers from Years 7 to 11 travelled 1300 
km north east of Perth to Matuwa. The Rossmoyne Unit 
joined the Aboriginal Rangers and BirdLife Australia for a 
week of activities, including catching and banding birds 
using a mist net, bird identification tricks, general bird 
watching using binoculars, spotlighting, a presentation 
and video from WA’s eagle expert Simon Cherriman and 
walks with the Matuwa Rangers to see rock holes and 
early Aboriginal rock art.  

iCARE Day
The inaugural 2017 iCARE day was a great day for Year 12 
students to celebrate their last day of school by dressing 
up as ‘Pop Culture’. The day was full of excitement, 
happiness, laughter and photos. The atmosphere at 
iCARE Day showed and proved what a fantastic, fun and 
friendly relationship the students have with one another 
and their respect for Rossmoyne Senior High School.

Financial Management Market Days

Year 9 Financial Management students developed a 
variety of products and coordinated a market day. 
Products ranged from slime, healthy milkshakes, body 
scrub salts, healthy muffins, bliss balls and cake pops 
to jewellery in the form of tiny bottle necklaces, a 
range of stationary items and an eclectic mix of novelty 
headphones, water bottles and book marks.   All profits 
were donated to Making a Difference in South Sudan, 
assisting the school children in Akot, Rumbek East who 
are suffering due to a food crisis.

Humanitarian Project
To further support the food crisis in South Sudan, 
students participated in awareness and fundraising 
activities.  The school welcomed Perth’s South Sudanese 
Community Leader, Mr Don-Don Malith, to the school to 
talk to the students involved in the events.  Mr Don-Don 
Malith discussed his personal story coming to Australia 
as a refugee, the issues faced by those in South Sudan 
and how monies raised will help support the children 
suffering during this current food crisis at the school in 
Akot.
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Learning for Life Snapshot continued

Community Service and Endorsed Programs
In 2017, 133 Year 12 students completed an Endorsed 
Program in their senior years. Involvement has numerous 
benefits including:  
•	 developing a range of “Core Skills for Work” that will 

help to make them more future ready, for example 
interpersonal skills which are vital in the workplace 
such as team work and communication, as well 
as skills in planning and organising, initiative and 
problem solving; all important skills as identified by 
industry;

•	 extending student networks which can be beneficial 
in the future, assisting with career aspirations, with 
references or recommendations. Students have 
gained jobs and apprenticeships as a result of their 
involvement in Workplace learning;

•	 experience and skills that students develop have 
assisted aspiring medical students by giving 
them more breadth and depth when promoting 
themselves at the UMAT or university interviews;

•	 assisting students when applying for scholarships; 
and

•	 assisting students at risk of not achieving WACE by 
gaining extra points towards WACE attainment.

Students Celebrating Students 
Rossmoyne Senior High School held their very first 
Students Celebrating Students Assemblies. Student 
Councillors came together and planned an entire 
assembly.  Connection between the year groups was 
the key concept, taken from the “C” in our school 

values of iCARE. Planning and running this assembly 
helped form better relationships between the Student 
Councillors and across students in all year groups. We 
witnessed together some amazing dancing, singing and 
music performances by our students. Mr Riley’s cover 
of Michael Jackson’s Billy Jean, played by Jason Ji and 
Caelen Wee was a highlight.

The Spirit of Harmony Day
As part of the Commonwealth Day Youth Harmony 
Program, a range of both public and private school 
students and staff attended the event at the Government 
House Ballroom. Students represented a diverse range 
of cultural backgrounds coming from across the state, 
with many showcasing their dance, musical and choral 
talents. 

The event encapsulated the theme of peace-making and 
multiculturalism, as people from primary school children 
to adults from different cultural backgrounds came 
together and celebrated the meanings behind Harmony 
Day. Students also had a chance to meet Western 
Australia's Governor and other important figures after 
the event. The student councillors were honoured to 
represent the school at this occasion.

Rosstainable
'Rosstainable' is a group of individuals within the school 
community who are interested in working towards 
a more sustainable environment at Rossmoyne SHS.  
Rosstainable consists of teachers, students and non-
teaching staff.  They work on projects that enhance 

Bush Rangers in Matuwa Harmony Day Drumming Activity
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recycling of materials and reduce energy waste. Some of 
the projects included;
•	 recycling paper around the school;
•	 recycling photocopy cartridges; 
•	 helping in recycling co-mingles (plastic, aluminium 

cans, glass);  
•	 working on constructing furniture and gardens from 

recyclable materials; 
•	 clean up activities around Perth; 
•	 working with other organisations such as 'Earth 

Assist'; and 
•	 monitoring the use of energy around the school by 

conducting an audit and a competition to see who is 
using energy responsibly. 

Interact Club
The Interact Club included 44 members across all year 
groups. Activities during the year included two visits to 
Mana in Victoria Park where students prepared food and 
meals for the homeless. The main fundraising activity 
was the annual Rossy’s Got Talent Show.  This year $1600 
was raised. This money will fund an international Rotary 
project to build a school in Arusha, Tanzania. 

Year 9 Cultural Day
Students in Year 9 celebrated Cultural Day in November 
by participating in a range of cultural activities. This 
provided an excellent opportunity for students to gain 
a greater appreciation and connection with people 
of different cultural backgrounds. Activities included 

learning Japanese yosaki (rock version) dance, Tae Kwon 
Do, Japanese and Dutch cooking classes, rangoli (Indian 
artwork) or experiencing Indian culture. Some students 
demonstrated their creativity through Chinese paper 
cutting, Chinese calligraphy and painting and Mandala 
creations.  One of the highlights from this year was the 
Indigenous Cultural Experience.

“I participated in Japanese Cuisine, which explored 
different Japanese dishes, which we had the opportunity 
to assemble and taste. The dishes that we tasted were 
Japnese soba noodles, Okonomiyaki, Onigiri and for 
dessert, Dango. The experience was very enjoyable and 
we even had the opportunity to make Okonomiyaki, 
which is a savoury Japanese pancake, which was a real 
hit”.

Year 9 Cultural Day BBQ

Harmony Week Cultural Dress Day

Financial Management Market Day
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Cultural Day

Leadership Group team building excercise Harmony Week - Cultural Dress Day

Harmony Week activity
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PRIORITY: Forward thinking school community

Rossmoyne Senior High School has worked hard to create 
an outstanding learning and teaching environment, 
workforce and facilities that equip us to respond to 
challenges and opportunities.  A variety of milestones 
have been identified to ensure the school continues as a 
flagship public school.  

An operational structure was established to allow active 
participation in school decision-making .  There were 17 
committee groups in 2017, established to involve staff 
in the future direction of the school. This included an 
Innovation Committee that identifies and promotes best 
practice, makes recommendations to refresh learning 
spaces and promotes learning programs that encourage 
collaboration, creativity and critical thinking.

Rossmoyne Senior High School is committed to integrating 
new technologies that enhance learning, operational 
efficiency and communication.  In 2017 SEQTA was 
introduced as an all-in-one online collaborative teaching 
and learning ecosystem that enhances communication 
and engagement with students and parents, and reduces 
the number of software and paper-based systems 
accessed by staff. The school introduced Attendance and 
Pastoral Care modules to begin with and will expand in 
2018 to give parents and students access.  SEQTA will be 
the focus of a significant portion of future professional 
learning for all staff to better integrate this software.

A new Workforce Plan was established in 2017 to ensure 
the attraction and retention of highly capable staff who 
embrace and adapt modern educational approaches to 
innovation. In 2017, the school began an organisational 
restructuring of leadership, management and student 
support.  There was also a school and system emphasis 
on Technology and Innovation that required further 
leadership. The following positions were introduced to 
support the restructuring;

•	 Level 5 Associate Principal – Quality Teaching and 
Workforce

•	 Head of Learning Area - The Arts
•	 Program Coordinator – Technology and Innovations
•	 Program Coordinators – Middle Years (7-9) and 

Senior Years (10-12)

2017 FTE and Headcount of Staff by Occupation Groups 

Occupational 
Groups

Active 
Headcount

Total FTE

Leadership 5 5
Heads of 
Department/
Coordinator

16 16

Teacher 133 127.5
Education 
Assistant

7 6.8

Administration 
staff

18 17.4

Cleaner 16 11.2
Gardener 2 2
Other 15 10.2
Total 212 196.1

The recruitment and selection of quality and expert staff 
was also refined to identify applicants’ commitment to 
the values, vision and ethos of the school. A renewed 
focus on recruiting graduate teachers was also identified 
through ongoing support to all four universities’ 
practicum and internship programs.

The workforce profile also identified four areas for 
future consideration: 

•	 A significant number of retirements in the next 3-5 
years; 

•	 A rise in the number of part-time staff; 
•	 A gender imbalance; 
•	 Almost one in four teachers is on a fixed term 

contract.

The 2017 Staffing by Age Groups table provides the 
average age of all staff members, teaching staff and non-
teaching staff as well as the average age of males and 
females.
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PRIORITY: Forward thinking school community

Clear processes, essential training and succession 
planning ensure we achieve consistently high levels of 
compliance as measured by ratings in the various audits 
undertaken by the Department of Education. 

In 2017 the following audit processes were undertaken:
•	 Office of Auditor General - comprehensive school 

audit on revenue, expenditure, purchasing card, 
cash, payroll, assets/resources, journals, governance 
and financial statements.  Audit completed in May 
2017, a few generic findings at system level for 
Department of Education to address and three 
recommendations for school to implement.

•	 State Supply Commission - compliance audit with 
Treasurer’s Instructions and Departmental policies 
on procurement, authorisations and delegations.  
Audit completed in June 2017 with no management 
issues raised on school’s purchasing thresholds, 
incurring and certifying officer registers.

•	 Office of Auditor General - audit of school’s cash 
balances for the period June 2017.  Audit completed 
in July 2017, school meets all reporting obligations 
in a timely manner and demonstrated accuracy of 
cash balances.  

•	 Department of Education - theme audit of school’s 
performance management.  Audit completed in 
October 2017 with no management issues raised on 
school’s performance management.

Age All Staff Teaching Staff Non-teaching Staff
2013 2017 2013 2017 2013 2017

Under 25 6 7 6 2 0 5
25 to 34 28 51 23 44 5 7
35 to 44 26 45 18 33 8 13
45 to 54 56 57 38 39 18 18
55 to 64 31 54 22 43 9 11
Over 65 11 15 8 12 3 3

2017 Staffing by Age Groups

High Level Compliance
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Student Characteristic Funding

Support for students with disabilities and educational 
adjustments
A dedicated learning space has provided an alternative 
setting for students requiring additional support to access 
a relevant curriculcum and for students transitioning 
back into full-time mainstream classes following illness.

Students are provided with a range of curricular and 
co-curricular programs designed for them to work 
toward the achievement of WACE and prepare them 
for the workforce, further training and life beyond 
school.  This has included targeted intervention for 
identified students in literacy and numeracy, including 
NAPLAN and OLNA support, life skills and social skills 
development and engagement with the protective 
behaviours curriculum.  Students have also completed 
a variety of ASDAN modules. The weekly community 
access program involved transport training, protective 

behaviours and community awareness in order to 
develop independence and confidence when in public. 
Together with the Work Ready pre-employment program 
offered by the Salvation Army, targeted students have 
successfully completed activities that have completed 
their work experience program. 

Year  12 student Jagdishh Dutt completed a school based 
traineeship in the legal wing of the Public Sector and later 
gained experience within the Department of Justice. 
Supported by his Education Assistant, Jagdishh was able 
to learn the skills he would require to successfully join 
the workforce. Jagdishh successfully transitioned from 
Year 12 into paid employment in the Administration 
Department of Fiona Stanley Hospital.

Learning support in action ASDAN Functional Living Program

ASDAN Functional Living ProgramJagdishh Dutt at Fiona Stanley Hospital
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Student Characteristic Funding continued

Aboriginal Education and Cultural Diversity
Student characteristic funding contributes to the 
employment of an Aboriginal Education Coordinator 
who works with students, families and the school to 
support the learning needs of aboriginal students and 
coordinate events that embrace cultural diversity. This 
has included coordinating Follow the Dream, a school-
based Homework centre, home visits, liaising with key 
staff, leading professional learning and implementation 
of the Cultural Standards Framework, and NAIDOC 
celebrations. 

English as an Additional Language (EALD)
In 2017, 93 students attracted additional funding to 
support them to access our English as an Additional 
Language program. Students benefited from class sizes 
which are generally smaller than mainstream classes. 
The school contributes additional funding to provide 
2.2 FTE to work with 198 students. SCSA eligibility 
determines enrolment in Year 11 and Year 12 whereas 
eligibility and recognised linguistic need determines 
other enrolments.  Every enrolment of a new student 
born outside of Australia involves a one-on-one interview 
and a brief writing test to determine student placement 
in the compulsory English class.

Senior students participate in classes which focus 
on language acquisition and cultural understanding, 
particularly in the Unit 3 course titled "Australia as a 
Cultural Community". Students also develop familiarity 
with texts, both written and visual, dealing with cultural 
and multi-cultural elements of Australian society. 

Oral performance is enhanced by regular out of class 
oral practice as preparation for the WACE Practical Exam.  
External examiners at each internal school semester 
exam assist students in readiness for the external WACE 
exam.  Students also develop skills in public speaking 
through a systematic programme of oral presentations 
and persuasive speeches.

The past Year 12 EALD cohort includes four students 
who enrolled in Melbourne universities, 11 at UWA, 16 
at Curtin and one at Murdoch University.

NAIDOC Week EALD students producing digital texts to present their 
point of view regarding issues facing youth

NAIDOC Week
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School Revitalisation

The original part of the school is now 50 years old, it 
requires ongoing maintenance and refurbishment to 
provide modern learning spaces.  The School continues 
to actively pursue much needed funds to complete Stage 
3 of the Capital Works Project by lobbying governments 
and the Department of Education.
Based on priorities within the Buildings, Grounds and 
Facilities Master Plan a number of significant capital 
works projects were completed in 2017.  Many of these 
were funded by the school.
•	 Reroofing of the front section of the school – tiles 

were removed and replaced with Ironstone coloured 
metal sheeting. This was a huge undertaking as rooms 
had to be cleared entirely and some classrooms 
had ceilings replaced. The cost for this project was 
covered by the Department of Education.

•	 School signage – an 11 metre structure was designed 
and installed on the corner of Karel Avenue and 
Keith Road. Other signage has been upgraded and 
new signage created around the school including on 
the Performing and Visual Arts Centre (now known 
as PVAC) and on perimeter fencing.

•	 Bus Shelters – solar lit shelters were designed and 
installed in the Apsley Road car park for weather 
protection and safety for students and staff.

•	 Tennis Court structure – a large shaded enclosure, 
including a water fountain, was constructed near 
the playing courts. Students can receive lesson 
instructions and wait in this enclosure out of the sun 
and are clearly visible by their teacher.

•	 Weights room – a room previously used primarily 
for storage, was converted to an excellent physical 
education facility.  New exercise equipment 
including treadmills, weight machines and bikes 
were purchased and a state of the art sound system 
was incorporated. A roller door was installed so 
lessons can flow out onto the playing field nearby. 

•	 Sunken area in Year 7 courtyard was in-filled and re-
paved - this created a safer environment and larger 
area to use by the whole school community, but 
especially students during break times.

•	 Bore replacement – significant upgrade and 
improvement to provide consistent irrigation to 
school facilities funded by Department of Education.

•	 Resurface of service road – greatly improving access 
to the rear of the school and improvement of 
drainage and kerb guttering.

•	 Refurbishment and design of Student Central 
(formerly known as Student Services) – improved 
access provided to important resources and services 
in the building. The relocation and design of the 
reception desk streamlined procedures already in 
place.

•	 Lighting around the school has been upgraded, 
especially in the administration car park off Keith 
Road. Safety and security has been improved in this 
area.

Major projects, funded by the School and the P&C, 
commenced in 2017, planned for completion in 2018:
•	 Dance studio – providing exceptional teaching and 

learning space
•	 Three new classrooms
•	 Upgrade of pool area
•	 Toilet renovations around the school
•	 Completion of Kitchen Garden Undercover area 

with shade blinds, lighting and sinks
•	 Continued installation of bench seating around the 

quadrangles
•	 Other projects included continuation of the school-

funded program of maintenance, staff office 
refurbishments; and installation of modern space-
efficient lockers. 

•	 Refurbishment of the Innovations Hub.

New School Sign
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Targeted Initiatives

Targeted Initiative is one of the components of annual 
Student Centred Funding provided by the Department 
of Education. Rossmoyne Senior High School is funded 
for the following programs:  
•	 Secondary Assistance Scheme (SAS) – The 

Department provides an allowance to eligible 
families to assist with the cost of secondary 
schooling.  To qualify for the allowance, a parent/
guardian must hold a current Department of Human 
Service (Centrelink) or Veterans’ Affairs card.  This 
allowance consists of two components, $115 for 
clothing allowance and $235 for educational program 
allowance.  The total amount received for SAS is 
$59,215 and this has been applied to the applicable 
student’s charges and voluntary contributions.

•	 Gifted and Talented Education Program (G&T) – 
Being a language specialist school, this funding is 
provided by the Department for the school to build 
learning opportunities for selected students with 
exceptional language aptitudes.  The total amount 
received for G&T is $144,820 and has been allocated 
to accelerated programs, tutoring and hiring of 
language assistants.

•	 Graduate Teacher Induction Program and Graduate 
Curriculum Materials – The purpose of this funding 
is to enable graduate teachers to participate in 

induction programs and provide allowance for 
curriculum materials/teaching resources; this 
includes a small component of advanced leadership 
program.  The total amount received in this category 
is $68,954.16.

•	 In-School State Funded Chaplaincy Program – The 
Department provides this funding to enable the 
school to purchase in-house chaplaincy services 
from external providers to support the health 
and wellbeing of students.  The total amount is 
$20,500; the school and P & C Association have also 
provided additional funding towards the services of 
chaplaincy at school.

•	 VET in Schools – The purpose of this initiative is to 
provide secondary students with pathways to meet 
the Western Australian Certificate of Education 
requirements through Vocational Education and 
Training.  This funding supported the school for 
additional staffing FTEs and subsidise certificate 
cost registrations in the delivery of VET programs.  
The total amount received in this category is 
$183,229.26.

The total Targeted Initiative funding by the Department 
for 2017 was $476,718.42.
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1.  Student Centred Funding - Salary Expenditure  $18,973,002  
 

2.  Contingency Funds   
    
 REVENUE & EXPENDITURE 2017   
  Budget Actual 
 Opening Balance January 2017 $594,038 $594,038 
Revenue for 2017 $4,156,099 $4,156,096 
      Total Revenue 2017 $4,750,137 $4,750,134 100%
      Total Expenditure for 2017 $4,750,137 $4,312,874 100%
Closing Balance December 2017 $0 $437,260 
 
Total Surplus Funds 2017   $437,260  
Opening Balance January 2018 $437,260 $437,260 
     
 
RESERVES - balances as at end 31 December 2017    
 
School Bus Reserve $170,654  5%
Infrastructure-Buildings/Grounds $2,000,386  57%
Information Technology $78,560  2%
Infrastructure-Upgrades $139,704  4%
Resources Reserve - Learning areas $10,322  0%
School Development & Curriculum Innovations $229,240  7%
Equipment Replacement $322,402  9%
Salary Reserve $569,970  16%
   Total Reserves 2017 $3,521,238  100%

School Bus Reserve

Infrastructure-Buildings/Grounds

Information Technology

Infrastructure-Upgrades

Resource Reserve - Learning areas

School Development & Curriculum 
Innovations

Equipment Replacement

Salary Reserve

Reserves

EXPENDITURE OVERVIEW 2017   
  Budget Actual
Student Expenditure $2,040,322 $1,914,652 44%
Administration $316,422 $264,626 6%
Utilities/Maintenance $939,585 $935,478 22%
Infrastructure/Information Technology $1,446,235 $1,190,545 28%
Transfer to Reserves $7,573 $7,573 0%
   Total Expenditure for 2017 $4,750,137 $4,312,874 100%

REVENUE OVERVIEW 2017   
  Budget Actual
Parents / Students $2,106,402 $2,106,402 44%
Department of Education (DOE) $2,104,268 $2,104,268 44%
Other $539,467 $539,464 12%
   Total Revenue for 2017 $4,750,137 $4,750,134 100%

Parents /Students
Department of Education (DOE)
Other

Student Expenditure
Administration
Utilities/Maintenance
Infrastructure/Information 
Technology

Expenditure Overview

Revenue Overview

57%

5%16%

9%

7%

5% 2%

0%

44%

44%

12%

44%

6%22%

28%
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LEARNING AREA: THE ARTS
YOH Fest
• Drama - Award for Best Overall Cast 
• Dance - Award for Most Emotive Choreography and 

placed 2nd overall
2017 Fremantle Eisteddfod 
• U15 and U18 Classical Guitar Solo - 1st place Amos Tan
• Classical Guitar Open Recital - 1st Place Michael Pham
Southern Suburbs Music Society Eisteddfod
• U18 Guitar Solo, U18 Guitar Recital and Guitar Solo 

Open - 1st Place Amos Tan
• Section 8 Recital and Concerto - 2nd Place Amos Tan
St George's Exhibition
• Ashleigh Willmott Artwork displayed

LEARNING AREA: VOCATIONAL EDUCATION & TRAINING
Worldskills Regional Competitions
• Bronze Medal - Riley Homewood 
• 3 Students Selected as Highly Competitive  - Ashah 

Strohfeldt, Molly Scott and Riley Homewood
McDonalds Logo Competition
• Runner Up - Noel Emmanuel

LEARNING AREA : HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Australian Volleyball Schools Cup Program
• Placed 6th Nationally
• 1st Western Australian school
• U16 Boys Honours - 1st Place
• U16 Girls Honours - 3rd Place
• U16 Girls Division 2 - 2nd Place
Western Australian Volleyball Schools Cup
• Won Presidents Cup - 26th consecutive win
• Year 7 Girls Black - 1st Place
• Year 7 Boys Grey - 1st
• Year 8 Boys Black - 1st
• Year 9 Girls Honours - 1st
• Year 10 Girls A - 1st
• Year 10 Girls Honours Black - 1st
• Year 10 Boys Honours White - 1st
• Year 11 Boys Honours - 1st
• Open Girls Honours - 1st
• 4 Silver Medals
• 8 Most Valuable Players Named
State and National Program Involvement
• 8 Western Australian State representatives in Beach 

Volleyball
• 21 Western Australian State representatives in Indoor 

Volleyball
• 1 Australian representatitive in Australian  Junior 

Volleyball team
• 1 student attended Bendigo National Selection Camp
• 5 students attended the Churchill National Selection 

Camp

LEARNING AREA: MATHEMATICS
Australia in the XXIX Asian Pacific Mathematics Olympiad 
• Honourable Mention Award - Isabel Longbottom
Mathematics Challenge for Young Australians
• 9 Certificates of High Distinction
• 22 Certificates of Distinction
• 32 Certificates of Credit
Australian Mathematics Competition
• Prize Winners - Khush Shah and Reeva Khandelwal 

achieved highest scores in Western Australia for their 
year group

• 38 Certificates of High Distinction
• 189 Certificates of Distinction
• 201 Certificates of Credit
Australian Mathematics Olympiad Senior Contest
• Bronze Medal - Shiva Jayabalan
50th ANU-AAMT National Mathematics Summer School
• Shiva Jayabalan and Isabel Longbottom selected
Education Perfect - Mathematics
• Western Australian Champions
Have Sum Fun Competition
• Senior Division - 1st Place
• Intermediate Division - 3rd Place
• Junior Division - 3rd Place

LEARNING AREA: SCIENCE
Education Perfect - Science
• Western Australian Champions
• Elite Award - Chen Lim
• 12 Gold Awards
• 12 Silver Awards
• 36 Bronze Awards
The Synergy Solar Car Challenge
• Placed 4th
The Big Science Competition
• 5 Certificates of High Distinction
• 24 Certificates of Distinction
• 47 Certificates of Credit
Aust Society for Medical Research -  UWA Medical Quiz
• Certificate of Distinction: Hong Shen Wu

LEARNING AREA: ENGLISH
Royal Commonwealth Societies Speech & Leadership 
Contest
• Malcolm McCusker Leadership Award - Zachariah 

Coleman
• Semi Final Selection - Zachariah Coleman, Sophie 

Carter and Anna Bullard
Primo Lux
• Isabel Longbottom selected to be published in the 

2017 edition
Rotary 4-Way Test Speech Contest
• Club Round Winner - Samyuktha Ramesh
MESH at Murdoch Awards
• Category Finalist Winner for 'Best Online News Story' - 

Vishal Ramesh

Celebrating High Aspiration and 
Excellence
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LEARNING AREA: LANGUAGES
Chinese Bridge Competition
• Cultural Performance Component - 1st Place - 

Zachariah Coleman
• Year 9 Chinese Speaking Competition - 1st Place - 

Anna Bullard
Language Perfect : Languages
• Top 0.2% of Worldwide Students - Alyana De Groot 

and Yu Wen Wong
• 3rd in Western Australia
• 13 Elite Award Winners
• 27 Gold Award Winners
• 9 Silver Award Winners
• 32 Bronze Award Winners
Chinese/Australia Cultural Comparisons Short Film 
Competition
• "Tell me a Story" Category - 1st Place - Dayle D'Mello
Chinese Short Film Competition
• 1st Place - Anna Bullard, Dayle D'Mello, Nathan Ha, 

Kai Liew, Kelly Nam, Anhad Sidhu, Mei Thomson and 
Shihui Luo.

Chinese Star Writing Competition 2017
• Year 7 - 9 Category - 1st Place - Dayle D'Mello
• Year 7 - 9 Category - 2nd Place - Susan Deegan
• Year 10 - 12 Category - 1st Place - Dhanya Vimalan
• Year 10 - 12 Category - 3rd Place - Tiffany Sentosa
Alliance Francaise
• Year 12 Examination - 1st Place - Isabel Longbottom
• Year 12 Examination - 2nd Place - Julie-Anne Martis
• Alliance Francaise Poetry Competition - 2nd Place - 

Edwina Whaba
German DAS Exam Winners
• Year 12 - 1st Place - Prajna Menon
• Year 12 - 2nd Place - Shanaya Hafeel
• Year 12 - 3rd Place - Bryony Hynes
• Year 11 - 1st Place - William Yap
• 19 Certificate of High Distinction
Chinese Language Speaking and Writing Competition
• Year 8 Speaking Category - 3rd Place - Tharushi 

Kannangara Koralalage
• Year 8 Speaking Category - 4th Place - Erin Peoples
• Year 7 Speaking Category - 2nd Place - Khush Shah
• Year 7/8 Writing Category - 3rd Place - Pavithra 

Gullapalli
• 3 Certificates of Excellence

LEARNING AREA: TECHNOLOGIES
First Robotics Competition 
• Engineering Inspiration Award and equal 3rd Place - 

Siyang Qiu and Luca Pengelly
• National Computer Science School Web Competition
• 2 Perfect Scores in Beginner and Intermediate 

Categories - Bryce O'Connor
First Lego League
• 'Brickheads' team selected to compete at National 

Championships at Macquarie University
Just StartIT
• Junior Group Winners - Anja Bezuidenhout, Tharushi 

Gunatilaka, Brinett Lazar, Ashane Habaragamuwage, 
William Warne, Joseph Jaison, Roshan Jain

Hack the Waste Competition
• 1st Place - Samyuktha Ramesh and Vishal Ramesh
Diamond Challenge - University of Delaware
• Vishal Ramesh and Samyuktha Ramesh only Australian 

team to qualify for semi Final.  They will be presenting 
at the Yough Entrepreneurship Summit in Delaware in 
April 2018.

LEARNING AREA: HUMANITIES AND SOCIAL SCIENCES
National History Challenge
• Museum Exhibit Category - State Winner - Alex 

Windham
• Year 11 - 12 Category - State Winner - Xuan Rui Yong
Australian Geography Competition
• Top 1% in Western Australia - Katherine Edmondson, 

Sean Li, Ingrid Dell and Benn Lee
• 50 Certificates of High Distinction
Premier's ANZAC Student Tour
• Verity Hagan selected for tour
Hackathon
• Competition winners - Michael Lee and Vishal Ramesh
Tax, Super and You - National Competition, People's 
Choice Award
• 2nd Place - Dayle D'Mello, Simal Adeel, Charlie 

Jenkinson

Scholarship Winners
• Isabel Longbottom - Tuckwell Scholarship Recipient for 2018
• Melissa Hoffman - Dr Haruhisa Honda Scholarship for 2018 (Curtin University for Japanese 

Language Major)
• Urvija Sadadia - Selected to participate in the Honeywell Leadership Challenge Academy at the 

United States Space and Rocket Centre in Alabama, USA
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